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A B S T R A C T   

Down conversion of solar UV and blue light is one of the few ways of surpassing the Shockley-Queisser limit of 
solar cells. One of the most efficient down conversion systems is the Pr3+ - Yb3+ lanthanide pair. However, these 
ions do not provide any strong absorption for solar UV and blue light, thus require sensitizing. In this work, we 
report self-sensitization by inducing strong Laporte allowed f → d and charge transfer transitions on Pr3+ and 
Yb3+, respectively. By replacing oxygen or fluorine anions with the more polarizable and reducible S2− , the 
chemical bonds become more covalent, the d-shell of Pr3+ and the anion-to-Yb3+ charge transfer states are 
lowered into the near-UV and blue range. This avoids the need for a third strongly absorbing specie that may be 
difficult to include into the matrix or might provide other quenching routes by, for example, introducing new 
defects. The down conversion system can thus be kept simple, without more dopants types than the two lan-
thanides. The straightforward two-step synthesis of NaYS2 is realized without toxic H2S, and both precursor 
chemicals and produced material can be handled in air. The optical and chemical properties of NaYS2, no need 
for an additional sensitizer and easy synthesis are strong arguments that the little explored NaYS2-type materials 
deserves more attention.   

1. Introduction 

The use of solar cells is growing exceptionally fast, today providing 
about 3% of the world’s electricity needs with crystalline silicon cells 
being the dominant technology (>95%) [1]. At the same time, silicon 
solar cells are rapidly approaching their theoretical limit of about 30%, 
the Shockley-Queisser limit [2]. In spring 2017, the record efficiency of 
a wafer sized silicon cell was 26.6% [3]. To continue this increase in 
efficiency, some technology that can surpass the Shockley-Queisser must 
be included while still being compatible with silicon. Down conversion 
is one such technology [4,5], which has the benefit of being very simple 
to include in panel designs compared to multi-junction approaches, as 
there is no need for direct electrical contact with the solar cell material. 

Down conversion with close to 200% efficiency was demonstrated in 
fluoride materials in 1999 [6]. Silicon cells require that the emitted 
photons lie in the 900–1050 nm range while the absorption must lie in 
the 300–500 nm range. A large portion of down conversion materials is 
based on Yb3+, which do emit in this range at 1000 nm. In particular, 
combining Yb3+ with Ce3+, Pr3+ and Tb3+ have been investigated and 
shown promising results. The Ce3+-Yb3+ couple is unfortunately shown 

to not facilitate down conversion [7]. The cooperative energy transfer 
from 1 Tb3+ to 2 Yb3+ is a very slow process, requiring very high Yb3+

concentrations which results in strong concentration quenching [8]. 
There are ways to reduce concentration quenching effects through 
nanostructuring [9,10] though. The stepwise energy transfer from Pr3+

to Yb3+ however is much more efficient [11]. For both Tb3+ and Pr3+, 
sensitization in the UV/blue range is needed due to very weak intra-
configurational 4f-4f absorption from these lanthanides. 

Sensitization of these two ions in inorganic materials is not trivial as 
they are quenched by d0 transition metals like in TiO2 [12,13]. Tb3+ has 
been sensitized by organic species and Ce3+, but this is difficult for Pr3+

as this ion is quenched by the high phonon energies in organic species 
and lack of overlap between Ce3+ emission and Pr3+ absorption. In 
addition, cooperative energy transfer from strongly absorbing species 
such as YVO4 [14,15] and Bi3+ to Yb3+ have been attempted [16], but 
these also show slow and usually incomplete energy transfer even at 
high Yb3+ concentration where concentration quenching of Yb3+ lowers 
the overall quantum efficiency. A strongly sensitized Pr3+-Yb3+ couple 
could be ideal for solar down conversion, yet it is still very hard to 
achieve. 
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In this work, rather than sensitizing Pr3+ and Yb3+ by other species, 
we induce strongly absorbing f → d (d1) and charge transfer (CT) tran-
sitions on these ions with the more covalently bonded sulphur in the 
ALnS2 family (A = Li, Na, K, Rb) [17–19], NaYS2 in our case. Sulphide 
hosts allow strong and efficient sensitization while avoiding the syn-
thesis complications and possible quenching mechanisms introduced by 
a third cation or other species [20]. The ALnS2 family is a low-phonon 
host [21] and contains M3+ lanthanide sites, making it very well 
suited for sensitized lanthanide luminescence and in particular sensi-
tized up conversion [22] and down conversion. The absorption and 
transfer mechanisms that are most important in this sensitized down 
conversion process is illustrated in Fig. 1. The strong and broad ab-
sorptions from the NaYS2 host, Pr3+ f → d and Yb3+ CT transitions are 
marked with grey boxes while f levels of Pr3+ and Yb3+ are shown as 
horizontal bars. Possible energy transfer mechanisms are shown with 
arrows and numbered to be discussed in the discussion section. 

Magnetic fields and induced magnetic flux in materials can influence 
the materials optical and luminescence properties [23], although the 
exact mechanisms and practical consequences varies to a large degree 
[24] and can be difficult to predict. Likewise, in-situ optical character-
ization during magnetic field experiments can provide valuable infor-
mation for interpreting the results [25]. In addition, reports on the effect 
of magnetic fields on sulfide materials are rare. Therefore, we also 
investigate the effect that an increasing magnetic field up to 9 T (T) has 
on the luminescence properties of Pr3+ and Yb3+ in NaYS2 at 300 K and 
5 K. The temperature dependence of the luminescence is also reported. 

2. Experimental 

NaYS2 powders doped with Pr3+ and/or Yb3+ were synthesized by a 
two-step process. First, a precursor powder was made by aqueous pre-
cipitation followed by firing a precursor powder at 1000 ◦C for 2 h in 
flowing nitrogen and CS2. To make the precursor powders, lanthanide 
trichlorides were first dissolved in the desired ratios in water in one 
beaker and 10% excess over the stoichometric amount of Na2S in water 
in another beaker. The content of these two beakers were then mixed 
under stirring, forming a white precipitate. The solvent was evaporated 
using an electric heating plate, leaving a white cake. This cake was then 
dried at 130 ◦C in an oven in air over night, resulting a brittle white mass 
that was crushed to a fine powder with an agate mortar. This powder 
showed no sign of crystallinity in XRD. The powder was put in alumina 
crucibles and fired for 2 h in a tube furnace at 1000 ◦C in flowing CS2 

containing nitrogen. CS2 was introduced by bubbling the nitrogen 
through liquid CS2 cooled in an ice bath. The tube furnace was flushed 
with this gas mixture for 1 h before heating at 5 ◦C/min. The overall 
reaction is given below, exemplified with only yttrium. Although CS2 
does not seem necessary in this reaction, some crystal water is likely 
present in the fired powder as oxide phases was formed when fired in 
only nitrogen. The produced NaCl sublimes at 1000 ◦C and is carried 
downstream by the flowing nitrogen. 

2Na2S+YCl3→NaYS2 + 3 NaCl 

Several types of samples were produced. These are undoped NaYS2, 
single doped NaYS2: 1% Pr3+ and NaYS2: 1% Yb3+, and double doped 
NaYS2: 1% Pr3+, x% Yb3+ where x = 0–25%. Dopant lanthanides replace 
an equal amount of yttrium. For easier reference in this text, these are 
named NaYS2, NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and xYb, respectively. The 0 Yb 
sample (x = 0) correspond to NaYS2:Pr. 

Luminescence (PL) and excitation (PLE) measurements were done 
using an Edinburgh Instruments FLS920 fluorescence spectrometer with 
a 450 W Xe lamp as excitation source, and a Hamamatsu R928 PMT and 
a liquid-nitrogen cooled Hamamatsu R5509-42 PMT for detection in the 
UV–Vis and NIR range, respectively. PL decay measurements were 
performed with an optical parametric oscillator (OPO) system (Opotek 
HE 355 II) pumped by the third harmonic of a Nd:YAG laser as excitation 
source. The OPO system was set to 355 nm and a repetition rate of 20 Hz. 
The decay was recorded with the same equipment used for the excitation 
measurement. 

PL with and without applied magnetic field in the 300–5 K temper-
ature range was done in a Quantum Design Physical Property Mea-
surement System (QD-PPMS), using a 280 nm UV diode as excitation 
source, and USB4000 and NIRQuest spectrometers (OceanOptics) for 
detection of visible and NIR emissions. The PPMS operated under vac-
uum. The powder samples were held in thin perforated gelatin capsules 
that allowed evacuation of the capsule interior without breaking. The 
capsule was then mounted on a long silica rod that acted as waveguide 
for excitation and emission light through an O-ring seal to avoid 
breaking the vacuum. The samples were mounted in close proximity to 
the system thermometer, utilizing platinum and CERNOX® thermo-
couples for accurate temperature read-out. Samples were left for 30 min 
at 5 K to thermally homogenize before starting magnetic field dependent 
measurements. 

3. Results 

3.1. Synthesis 

Fig. 2 shows the X-ray diffractogram (XRD) of an undoped sample, 
showing phase pure NaYS2. It is clear that the produced powder does not 
contain any NaCl. NaCl has a vapour pressure of about 1.2 kPa at 
1000 ◦C and was carried away by the flowing atmosphere. A white 
condensate consisting of NaCl was found downstream in the furnace 
tube. Firing at 900 ◦C did not provide a high enough vapour pressure of 
NaCl and at this temperature it was found also in the produced powder 
sample. Thus, firing at 1000 ◦C in a flowing atmosphere is a convenient 
way of removing the co-produced solid NaCl in-situ during synthesis. 
However, a small amount of black material was found in and around the 
alumina boat, indicating some carbon formation. Some of this was 
inevitably included in the sample powders. The amount of this black 
material was too small to characterize by XRD and is assumed to be 
carbon from the CS2. 

3.2. Luminescence 

Fig. 3-a and b shows the emission spectra of NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and 
0.2 Yb, while their excitation spectra are shown in c. These samples 
show the different excitation and emission spectra of Pr3+ and Yb3+. In 
addition, the spectra arising from combining the two ions in 0.2 Yb 0.2 

Fig. 1. Energy level diagram of Pr3+ and Yb3+ doped NaYS2 showing absorp-
tion in the NaYS2 host itself, f levels (horizontal lines, from LaCl3 [26]), d1 level 
of Pr3+, CT level of Yb3+ and a selection of the many possible energy transfers in 
this system. 
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Yb is chosen as it has the strongest emission in both Vis and NIR among 
the xYb samples. For the visible emission, NaYS2:Pr shows the strongest 
emission, while NaYS2:Yb shows no emission in this range. 0.2 Yb shows 
a reduced Vis emission compared to NaYS2:Pr. All the three samples 
show NIR emissions. NaYS2:Pr shows emissions at both 1000 and about 
1350 nm NaYS2:Yb shows only emission at 1000 nm. The Pr3+ and Yb3+

emissions at 1000 nm overlap almost exactly, but the Yb3+ emission can 
be distinguished by the sharp peak at 980 nm. 0.2 Yb shows both the 
980 nm peak of Yb3+ and 1350 nm emission of Pr3+. Interestingly, 0.2 
Yb shows a stronger 1000 nm emission than both the single doped 
samples. 

In the PLE spectra (Fig. 3-c), the 500 nm emissions of NaYS2:Pr and 
0.2 Yb show identical profiles indicating that the excitation processes 
resulting in Pr3+ 3P0-emission is the same in both single doped and 
double doped samples with no additional component from the Yb3+ CT 
absorption. The excitation profile is dominated by the Laporte allowed f 
→ d transition on Pr3+ at 355 nm, but the much weaker f → f transitions 
are also visible at 455 nm (3H4–3P2). The intensity of the f → d transition 
is about 180 stronger than the f → f transitions. The excitation spectra of 
the 1000 nm emissions show more variation. The 500 and 1000 nm 
emissions of NaYS2:Pr show different spectra, although in the same 
275–375 nm range. Thus, it seems like excitation process for Pr3+’s 
1000 nm emission is not the same as for the 500 nm emission. Yb3+ show 
two dominant broad peaks that span longer wavelengths towards 450 
nm. The 0.2 Yb sample show a spectrum containing features of both. The 
different types of transitions are marked in the figure. The f → f tran-
sitions are not visible for NaYS2:Pr’s 1000 nm emission, possibly because 
the overall emission intensity at this wavelength is quite low. For 0.2 Yb, 
this emission is much stronger and observation of these transitions could 
be expected. One weak feature is visible at about 465 nm, but it is 
overlapping with the Yb3+ CT transition. As the absorption due to the CT 
transition is very strong, it is likely that the f → f transitions are 
obscured. 

Optical absorbance spectra of the NaYS2 host, singly doped NaYS2:Pr 
and NaYS2:Yb is shown in Fig. 4-a, in addition to the xYb series with 
increasing Yb content in b. NaYS2 itself has two strong absorption peaks 

Fig. 2. XRD spectrum and diffraction pattern of NaYS2.  

Fig. 3. Overview of emission and excitation profiles of Pr3+ and Yb3+ in 
addition to their combination in NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and 0.2 Yb a visible 
emission, b NIR emission, c excitation of Vis and NIR emissions. Note the dif-
ferences in wavelengths (x-axis). 

Fig. 4. Normalized absorption spectra of NaYS2, NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb 
highlighting the absorption of the NaYS2 matrix, Pr3+ f → d and Yb3+ CT 
transitions (a), and xYb samples (b). Dotted lines are normalized PLE of 500 nm 
emission for NaYS2:Pr and 1000 nm emission from NaYS2:Yb. Note that NaYS2: 
Pr and 0 Yb is the same sample. 
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centred around 240 and 307 nm, with an absorption tail extending to 
about 350 nm NaYS2:Pr shows an additional shoulder at about 350 nm 
with a tail until 370 nm which can be assigned to the Pr3+ f → d tran-
sition, while the shoulder for NaYS2:Yb is identified as Yb3+ CT transi-
tion at about 380 nm with a tail until 450 nm. PLE of 500 nm and 1000 
nm emissions from NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb are shown in dotted lines 
and correspond very well to the two additional absorption shoulders. 

For the 1% single doped samples, the Pr3+ f → d and Yb3+ CT tran-
sitions have similar absorption strength. Fig. 4-b shows the evolution of 
the absorption of NaYS2:Pr upon adding 0.2, 1, 5 and 25% Yb3+. Upon 
5% and more doping, the absorption from Yb3+ CT is stronger than that 
of the NaYS2 host. 

Fig. 5 shows the PLE spectra of 500 nm (a) and 1000 nm (b) emission 
of the single doped and xYb samples. The 500 nm emission decreases 
rapidly even for small concentrations of Yb3+ and is more or less fully 
quenched for Yb-concentrations >1%. The addition of Yb3+ does not 
change the spectrum shape, indicating that there is no Yb3+ CT → Pr3+

energy transfer. The 1000 nm emission on the other hand benefits from 
co-doping with both Pr3+ and Yb3+. NaYS2:Pr show a relatively weak 
1000 nm emission compared to NaYS2:Yb, which is expected. The 1000 
nm 2F5/2-2F7/2 emission of Yb3+ is the only possible emission from the 
2F5/2 level of Yb3+. The 1000 nm 1G4-4H4 emission of Pr3+ has a low 
oscillator strength and competing 1G4 emissions occur to other 4f levels 
(e.g. 1350 nm emission). The 1 Yb and in particular 0.2 Yb show 
stronger 1000 nm emission than either of the single doped samples. The 
PLE spectra also changes with changing Yb concentration where 0.2 Yb 
show a spectrum that is a superposition of NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb while 
1 Yb and higher concentrations has mostly NaYS2:Yb character. 

Fig. 6 shows decay curves for the 500 nm (a) and 1000 (b) emissions 
of NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and selected xYb samples. The 1000 nm emission 
decays can be modelled with a single exponential function, while the 
500 nm emission show more components. The single exponential life-
time of 1000 nm and mean lifetime (when I = I0/π) of 500 nm emissions 
are plotted in Fig. 7-b. 

Fig. 7-a shows the 500 and 1000 nm emission intensities as a func-
tion of Yb3+ concentration upon excitation at 355 nm (Pr3+ f → d) and 
375 nm (Yb3+ CT), respectively, while Fig. 7-b show these emissions 
lifetimes. Single doped NaYS2:Yb is shown on the left, while 0 Yb rep-
resents single doped NaYS2:Pr. The decrease in intensity of 500 nm is 

much stronger than for 1000 nm with increasing Yb concentration and a 
similar decrease is seen in the lifetimes. One possibility for the decrease 
in 500 nm emission intensity is shadowing from the strong Yb3+ CT 
absorption that overlaps with the Pr3+ f → d absorption, effectively 
decreasing the amount of excitation light absorbed by Pr3+. However, 
the decrease in lifetime shows that quenching of the 3P0 state is the 
major cause, likely due to cross relaxation with Yb3+. The 1000 nm 
emission intensity is higher for both 0.2 Yb and 1 Yb compared to NaYS2: 
Yb (data point at the very left in the figure) even though the lifetime is 
shorter. This indicates that the presence of Pr3+ aids the overall energy 
transfer pathways from excited f → d or CT states down to the excited 
Yb3+ 2F7/2 state. 

3.3. Influence by temperature and magnetic field 

Temperature and magnetic fields can have a large effect on emission, 
transfer and quenching processes, and can provide a path to tune and 
improve the materials optical properties. The Vis and NIR spectra were 
measured while cooling to cryogenic temperatures (5 K), while the 
magnetic field was changed from 0 to 9 to 0 T at 300 and 5 K. These 
measurements were conducted for NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and 0.2 Yb. In-
tegrated intensities of 500 nm and 1000 nm intensities are integrated in 
the 450–530 nm 950–1150 nm range. 

The integrated 500 nm and 1000 nm emissions from NaYS2:Pr and 
NaYS2:Yb as a function of temperature is shown in Fig. 8. The NIR 
emission of NaYS2:Pr was too weak to be detected in this setup. The 500 
nm emission is seen to have a maximum at around 150 K, indicating 
some level of quenching at room temperature, while is has a stable value 
below 50 K. The 1000 nm emission show less temperature dependence. 

Fig. 5. PLE spectra the 500 nm (a) and 1000 nm (b) emission of NaYS2:Pr, 
NaYS2:Yb and xYb samples. 

Fig. 6. Decay curves for the 500 nm (λex = 457 nm, a) and 1000 nm (λex = 355 
nm, b) emissions of NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and selected xYb samples. The 1000 
nm is modelled with a single exponential function, shown with dashed lines. 
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The emission spectra experienced a gradual change at low temper-
atures, starting at about 150 K for 500 nm and about 180 K for 1000 nm. 
The emission spectra at 300 and 5 K is shown in Fig. 9. The Vis spectra 
are identical for NaYS2:Pr and 0.2 Yb, and so is the NIR spectra of NaYS2: 
Yb and 0.2 Yb. Thus, only the Vis spectra of NaYS2:Pr and NIR spectra of 
NaYS2:Yb is shown. 

PL as a function of magnetic field is not often conducted, and we have 

not found any reports of the luminescence properties of ALnS2 material 
class in magnetic fields. We found that both the intensities and spectra 
shapes of Vis and NIR emissions of NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb we unaf-
fected by magnetic fields up to 9 T both at 300 and 5 K. 

4. Discussion 

4.1. Synthesis chemical stability 

All the synthesis steps, characterizations and storage are done in air 
with no measures to protect the sample from oxygen or moisture. The 
only exception is the firing step with CS2 flow which is done in a ni-
trogen atmosphere. The samples show no visible degradation after being 
exposed to air for more than one year indicating that NaYS2 is a quite air 
stable material. This makes sample handling and synthesis more prac-
tical than for more air sensitive sulphide materials. 

The XRD in Fig. 2 show that this synthesis route produce phase pure 
NaYS2, with no crystalline contamination. This means that the NaCl by- 
product is effectively removed by the gas flow at 1000 ◦C. NaCl deposits 
were found downstream in the oven tube. Firing at 900 ◦C was found to 
be insufficient to evaporate NaCl and large amounts was found in 
addition to NaYS2 in XRD. However, 1000 ◦C is not necessary for the 
formation of NaYS2 as it was also formed with no other sulphur or 
lanthanide phases detected by XRD at 900 ◦C as long as nitrogen con-
taining CS2 was used. Without CS2, other peaks appeared in the XRD 
data which we could not identify but likely comes from oxide phases 
formed by a reaction with crystal water. 

Thus, to obtain oxide-free NaYS2 it was necessary to use a stream of 
CS2. It is likely that this reaction can be carried out at lower tempera-
tures than 900 ◦C as well. To also obtain NaCl-free powder, the powder 
should be heated to 1000 ◦C under flowing nitrogen to evaporate and 
remove the NaCl. CS2 is likely not necessary in this step although 
evaporation of NaCl without CS2 was not attempted in this work. 
Another possible way of removing NaCl is by washing with water after 
the firing step. It was attempted to remove NaCl by grinding the sample 
powder and stirring it with DI water. The NaYS2 did not seem to dete-
riorate by this treatment, but it was also found insufficient to remove all 

Fig. 7. Emission peak intensities (a) and lifetimes (b) of NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb 
and xYb samples. NaYS2:Yb is shown on the left while xYb follows the x-axis 
units with NaYS2:Pr as 0 Yb. The lifetimes of 500 nm emissions are the mean 
lifetime, i.e. when I = I0/π, while the 1000 nm emissions is the single expo-
nential lifetime. 

Fig. 8. The integrated emissions of NaYS2:Pr, NaYS2:Yb and 0.2 Yb as a func-
tion of temperature, λex = 280 nm. The 500 nm counts were integrated over 
450–530 nm, while the 1000 nm counts were integrated over 950–1150 nm. 
Green and dark red colors are used to indicate green (500 nm) and NIR (1000 
nm) emissions. 

Fig. 9. The Vis emission spectra of NaYS2:Pr and NIR emission spectra of 
NaYS2:Yb at 300 and 5 K, showing the change in spectrum shape for single 
doped samples. The double doped 0.2 Yb sample showed identical emission 
spectrum and spectrum changes in the Vis and NIR range as the single doped 
NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb samples. 
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NaCl. Thus, it was decided that evaporation at 1000 ◦C was more 
practical in this work, although this also led to some carbon formation. 

For future work based on this synthesis route, it would be beneficial 
to do the CS2 firing step to form NaYS2 at lower temperatures to avoid 
decomposition of CS2 and carbon formation (as this was not seen at 
900 ◦C), then continue the firing at 1000 ◦C in pure nitrogen to evapo-
rate NaCl. 

4.2. Optical properties 

It is useful to compare the materials in this work, with previously 
developed down conversion materials based on Pr3+ and Yb3+ doped 
YF3 [27]. In YF3, down conversion was proven by careful comparison of 
excitation processes leading to 1000 nm emission. However, YF3:Pr3+, 
Yb3+ provides no strong absorption mechanisms in the solar UV or blue 
range. The main goal in the current work was to introduce strong ab-
sorption mechanisms without introducing other metal species like Ce3+. 
Thus, replacing fluorine with sulphur was chosen. Compared to YF3: 
Pr3+,Yb3+, NaYS2:Pr3+,Yb3+ has three different and strong absorption 
mechanisms; the NaYS2 host itself, f → d transitions on Pr3+ and CT 
transitions on Yb3+. These are all strong and broad absorption, with 
large overlaps. This is very beneficial as it allows strongly sensitized 
down conversion of solar light to be realized. It also makes the inter-
pretation of the optical data more complicated as NaYS2:Pr3+,Yb3+

contains different types of overlapping absorption and new possible 
energy transfer routes compared to the simpler YF3:Pr3+,Yb3+. Thus, 
this discussion will be divided in more detailed discussions about the 
absorption and excitation, and emission and possible down conversion 
processes. 

4.2.1. Absorption and excitation processes 
The absorption of undoped, single-doped and co-doped NaYS2 is 

shown in Fig. 4-a, along with PLE spectra for 500 nm emission in NaYS2: 
Pr and 1000 nm emission for NaYS2:Yb. The Pr3+ f → d and Yb3+ CT 
transitions can be seen as shoulders on the long wavelength side of the 
host NaYS2 absorption. The two PLE spectra correspond very well with 
these two absorption shoulders. However, the PLE spectra also illustrate 
the shadowing effect of the higher energy absorptions, i.e. parasitic 
absorption by NaYS2 lowers the PLE of Pr3+ 500 nm emission at the short 
wavelength side of the emission peak. 

Comparing Figs. 3 and 4, it is apparent that absorption through the 
NaYS2 host itself does not lead to emission in either Pr3+ nor Yb3+. Thus, 
this absorption mechanism is ineffective as a sensitizer in this down 
conversion system and only provides parasitic absorption. The absorp-
tion through Pr3+ f → d transitions on the other hand leads to strong 
visible and weak NIR emission in NaYS2:Pr. This sample also show 
strong green luminescence under a UV lamp. The weaker f-f transitions 
on Pr3+ can be seen around 455 nm. Looking at the 1000 nm emission 
PLE in Fig. 5, it is seen that the 1000 nm emission of 0.2 Yb has character 
of both the single doped samples, i.e. NaYS2:Pr and NaYS2:Yb. Thus, it 
can be concluded that absorption through the Pr3+ f → d transition is 
followed by energy transfer to the 3P0 states of Pr3+ and possibly also to 
the Yb3+ CT state. However, when looking at the 500 nm emission PLE 
in the same figure, no sample show any character of the NaYS2:Yb3+

samples 1000 nm emission nor any strong lower energy excitation than 
the Pr3+ f → d transition apart from the much weaker Pr3+ f → f tran-
sitions. In fact, all the emissions in the visible 400–700 nm range show 
identical shape of their PLE spectra, i.e. there is no energy transfer from 
the Yb3+ CT state to neither Pr3+’s 3P0 nor 1D2 states. Only the 1000 nm 
emission has distinctly different PLE spectra. Thus, it seems that the only 
energy transfer from the Yb3+ CT state is to the lower 2F7/2 Yb3+ excited 
state. 

4.2.2. Down conversion and emission 
Using S2− as anions for the Pr3+/Yb3+ down conversion couple in-

troduces strong and broad absorption bands in the near-UV and blue 

range, which effectively sensitize the visible and NIR emission of both 
Pr3+ and Yb3+. It is clear from Figs. 4 and 5 that both the Pr3+ f → 
d transition and Yb3+ CT transition leads to 1000 nm emission. How-
ever, it is not straight forward to explain how the energy is transferred 
from these two absorbing states to the emitting state of Yb3+. For the 
YF3:Pr3+,Yb3+ case, down conversion can be proven with the PLE 
spectra of the 1000 nm emission and carefully comparing the intensity of 
the 3P0 and 1D2 peaks. However, this is not possible in the NaYS2:Pr3+, 
Yb3+ case, as Yb3+ CT absorption tail overlaps with the 3P0 excitation. 

The down conversion process in Pr3+/Yb3+ pairs is a two-step pro-
cess, starting from the green emitting 3P0 state of Pr3+. The first step 
consists of this state relaxing to the lower 1G4 state, exciting one 
neighbouring Yb3+ in the process. The next step is relaxation from the 
1G4 to the 3H4 ground state, exciting another Yb3+. These two steps are 
illustrated as arrow 6 and 7 in Fig. 1. This process will effectively split a 
single high energy excited state into two lower energy excited states, 
given that both steps work efficiently. If one these two steps are ineffi-
cient, it is still possible to obtain strong 1000 nm Yb3+ emission, though 
the efficiency cannot reach 200%. For efficient down conversion, both 
steps must be efficient. One way to verify if both steps are efficient is to 
carefully compare the 1000 nm emission upon 3P0 and 1D2 excitation. If 
the experimental setup is properly calibrated and excitation through 3P0 
gives twice the amount of 1000 nm luminescence compared to excita-
tion through 1D2, this means that the 3P0 indeed produces two photons. 
This is the case in YF3. Unfortunately, it is not possible to do this in 
NaYS2, as the Yb3+ CT absorption overlaps with the 3P0 level, reducing 
the apparent luminescence yield from 3P0. It can be seen from Fig. 7 that 
the 3P0 state is strongly quenched by increasing Yb3+ content, meaning 
that there is effective non-radiative energy transfer from this state to 
Yb3+. However, it is at this point uncertain through which process(es) 
the energy is transferred. 

The Yb3+ CT state produces strong Yb3+ 1000 nm emission in NaYS2: 
Yb. On the other hand, the CT state does not lead to visible emission 
from Pr3+. As both 3P0 and 1D2 are emissive in 0.2 Yb and 1 Yb, but only 
show Pr3+ character in their PLE spectra, it can be concluded that the 
transfers from Yb3+ CT to these (illustrated by arrow 3 and 4 in Fig. 1) is 
not present, while CT → 2F5/2 (arrow 5) is efficient. The Yb3+ CT state 
thus cannot produce down conversion in NaYS2. 

4.2.3. Summary of energy transfers 
When Pr3+ and Yb3+ is doped into NaYS2 compared to YF3, the two 

additional f-d and CT states makes the possible energy transfers in the 
system a lot more complicated. Fig. 1 gives and overview of possible 
energy transfer mechanisms that relates directly to the desired stepwise 
down conversion process in Pr–Yb pairs. Here, we summarize which 
processes that have been confirmed to be present or not in this work. 

Starting from the highest energies, there is no energy transfer from 
the NaYS2 absorption bands to neither Pr3+ nor Yb3+. The Pr3+ f-d state 
sensitizes the Pr3+ 3P0 state (1), but whether it also transfers energy to 
the lower lying Yb3+ CT state (2) is uncertain. The Yb3+ CT does not 
sensitize neither the 3P0 (3) nor the 1D2 (4) states of Pr3+, but do 
sensitize the Yb3+ 2F5/2 state (5). As the Pr3+ 3P0 state is central to the 
down conversion mechanism, (3) is one of the most important transfer 
in NaYS2:Pr, Yb as it controls whether the Yb3+ CT state contributes 
positively or negatively to down conversion. From the Pr3+ 3P0 state, 
both (6) and (7) may be possible. Pr3+ emits at 1000 nm, so either one or 
both should occur. The Pr3+ f-d state certainly sensitizes the Yb3+

emission, but this may happen either through (1)+(6) or (2)+(5), or 
another route. (8) definitely occurs as it is responsible for the Yb3+ 1000 
nm emission, while (9) is uncertain. In conclusion, f-d sensitization of 
down conversion may occur, but this cannot be determined by 
comparing PLE spectra in NaYS2 as it is done for YF3. The CT state does 
not sensitize down conversion. 
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4.3. Solar spectrum 

Pr3+ and Yb3+ in NaYS2 give rise to strong near-UV and blue ab-
sorption that can be used in solar energy harvesting. Both are broad and 
allowed transitions, making this an efficient sensitizing system. The 
NaYS2 host has an absorption itself as well, which can cause parasitic 
absorption of solar UV. Fig. 10 show the part of the solar AM1.5 spec-
trum that can be utilized by silicon solar cells. The grey, blue and red 
areas indicate how much of this spectrum the NaYS2, Pr3+ f → d and 
Yb3+ CT transitions absorb individually, i.e. if it was the only absorption 
process. It shows that even though NaYS2 does indeed block some solar 
UV, this is only 0.6% of the photons that are useable by silicon solar 
cells. The Pr3+ and Yb3+ absorptions on the other hand can absorb 1.6 
and 8.1% of these photons, respectively. Thus, the Yb3+ CT transition is 
particularly interesting for absorbing high energy sunlight. 

4.4. Effects of temperature and magnetic field 

Both the 500 nm emission of Pr3+ and 1000 nm emission of Yb3+

show an increase in emission with increasing temperature from 5 K to a 
maximum at about 150 K and 180 K for Vis and NIR emission, respec-
tively. Further increase towards room temperature reduces emission 
intensity for both. This indicates both thermally activated emission, 
likely related to the transfer from the Pr3+ d1 and Yb3+ CT states to the 
respective lanthanides f-manifold, and increasing quenching even at 
room temperature. 

Influencing luminescence properties with magnetic fields is known, 
with several example of both sensitized luminescence and more 
advanced forms like upconversion given in a recent review and refer-
ences therein [23]. It is clear from literature though that the practical 
effect on a sample by an applied magnetic field is not so straight forward 
to predict. Both absorption and emission can be affected, and the overall 
effect can be both negative and positive [24]. The effect is more often a 
decrease in overall emission intensity, although this is not negative by 
itself as it can allow optical measurement of local magnetic fields [28]. It 
is both time consuming and instrumentation wise difficult to obtain the 
necessary data to confirm which mechanisms that are important in 
strong magnetic fields. 

The two single-doped samples in our work are unaffected by mag-
netic fields up to 9 T at both 300 and 5 K, leading to the conclusion that 
magnetic fields do not affect neither the absorption nor the transition 
probabilities in the range investigated here. Although the effect of 
magnetic fields were abent, the ALnS2 material family allows sub-
stitutions with other magnetically active ions like Gd3+. In fact, Du et al. 
showed that there was a decrease in Eu3+ emission intensity in YVO4: 
Eu3+, but an increase in GdVO4:Eu3+ [24]. Thus, utilizing magnetization 
of the host material is an unexplored venue for affecting down conver-
sion for example by introducing Gd3+ into the ALnS2 host as a co-dopant 
or as pure AGdS2. 

5. Conclusion 

In this work we have synthesized air-stable NaYS2:Pr3+, Yb3+ that 
show broad and strong near-UV and blue absorption coming from Pr3+ f 
→ d and Yb3+ CT transitions in addition to strong 1000 nm emission, 
making this material very interesting for down conversion of high en-
ergy sunlight. Investigation of the possible down conversion process in 
this material show that Yb3+ CT transition results in strong 1000 nm 
emission and that this is a down shifting process, i.e. 1 UV to 1 NIR 
photon. The Pr3+ f → d transition on the other hand leads to a two-step 
energy transfer process to Yb3+ and possible down conversion. However, 
as the Yb3+ CT transition does not populate the Pr3+ 3P0 state and it is 
the CT state that absorbs at lowest energies, this makes down conversion 
with Pr3+/Yb3+ in NaYS2 difficult. NaYS2 belongs to a large family of 
similar ALnS2 which will all give rise to both Pr3+ f → d and Yb3+ CT 
transition. With different A and Ln cations (Na, K, Rb/Y, La, Gd, Lu etc), 

it could be possible to decrease the Yb3+ CT → 2F5/2 transfer rate and 
allow CT → 3P0 transfer. This work is the first that introduces Yb3+ in the 
ALnS2 family, so how this CT state and subsequent transfer processes 
change with different A and Ln cations is an unexplored area. This work 
is also the first to report on the effect of magnetic fields on optical and 
luminescence properties in the ALnS2 material family. The possibility of 
replacing Ln partially or fully with Gd3+ might amplify the interactions 
with magnetic fields. 
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